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US Imported $6 Billion From Russia as It Forces Others to Quit Doing Business with Moscow

By Drago Bosnic, September 08, 2022

The US is currently importing over $1 billion per month in Russian wood, metals, food and
other goods.  More than 3,600 ships from Russia have arrived at American ports since
February 24, according to statistics cited by the Associated Press.

Columbus Police Executes Donovan Lewis: 20-year-old Unarmed Youth While Lying in His
Bed, at 2:00AM

By Abayomi Azikiwe, September 08, 2022

In the midwestern city of Columbus, Ohio, 20-year-old Donovan Lewis was shot to death
while lying in his bed during the early morning hours of August 30. Police claimed they were
serving an arrest warrant on multiple charges although there was no threat from Lewis who
was unarmed.

‘God Gave Us Two Arms — One for the Flu Shot, One for the COVID Shot,’ White House
COVID Response Coordinator Says

By Dr. Suzanne Burdick, September 08, 2022

During a White House briefing on the new COVID-19 bivalent booster shots, Dr. Ashish Jha,
Biden’s COVID-19 response coordinator, urged Americans to get a flu shot and a COVID-19
shot at the same time, claiming that’s why “God gave us two arms.”
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The Right to be Left Alone. America’s Domestic Spy Apparatus

By Judge Andrew P. Napolitano, September 08, 2022

Those who drafted the Bill of Rights recognized that human rights are pre-political. They
precede the existence of the government. They come from our humanity, and, in the case of
privacy, they are reinforced by our ownership or legal occupancy of property.

Syria Is Key to Turkey’s Future, Economically and Politically

By Steven Sahiounie, September 08, 2022

Turkish  President  Recip  Tayyip  Erdogan  told  reporters  recently,  that  Ankara  needs  to
“secure further steps with Syria.” He added, “You have to accept that you cannot stop
political dialogue and diplomacy between countries. There should always be such dialogue.”
Ankara’s goal, he added, was not to defeat Syrian President Bashar Al Assad.

Defense Secretary William J.  Perry’s Lies — Versus the Truth: Was Washington Seeking
“Regime Change”? “Putin Is the Enemy, Not Russia”

By Eric Zuesse, September 08, 2022

The U.S.  regime demands nothing less  than to  take over  Russia.  Putin  fights  against  that;
and that fact could be the best possible single explanation why his job-approval ratings are,
and have been, vastly higher than those of his American counterparts have been. It’s a
possibility that America’s propaganda-agencies (alias ‘news’-media) never even so much as
consider.

The Unanswered Questions of 9/11

By James Corbett, September 08, 2022

The questions of 9/11 have only continued to pile up higher since that fateful day, and
despite official platitudes we are no closer to having those questions answered today then
we were when they first arose. In fact, for some of the most important 9/11 questions, the
government’s own documents and records that could conceivably answered them have
been destroyed, meaning we may never have answers.

The Democratization of Money: A Revolutionary Dollar of the People, for the People, and by
the People
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By Emanuel Pastreich, September 08, 2022

We cannot stop this silent takeover of the American economy, and of the Earth’s economy,
a takeover making use of the covert devaluation of money, the reduction of the Federal
Reserve and the Department  of  the Treasury to  agents  for  the rich,  unless  we confidently
and bravely propose an alternative and simultaneously declare that  the monetary and
currency  policies  of  the  “public  private  partnership”  of  the  billionaires  are  illegal  and
immoral.

New Documentary: Why Assume There Will be Another Election? The 1934 Bankers Coup
Revisited

By Matthew Ehret-Kump, September 08, 2022

With  the  passage of  the  2022 Defense  Authorization  Act  giving  the  executive  branch
sweeping powers over  the use of  the military in  all  domestic  affairs,  and with the obvious
obsession  by  a  supranational  deep  state  technocracy  intent  on  imposing  a  final  endgame
scenario onto the United States, it is important to recognize the historical precedent of the
attempted Bankers’ Coup of 1934 that sought to impose a fascist puppet dictator into the
White House.

“Piracy Through Lawfare” Seeks to “Divide and Rule” South America

By Miguel Santos García, September 08, 2022

The Argentine judicial system and parts of its national press are co-opted by the US to
advance its objectives in the New Cold War through an intensification of Hybrid Warfare with
elements of piracy and Lawfare.
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